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 وزارة الربية
 منطقة اجهراء التعلينية

 التوجيه الفي للغة اإجليسية
 2019 2018 نهاية الفرة الدراشية اأوى -العلني واأدبي  -عشر احادي لصف جريي لامتحان 

 السمن : ثاث شاعات )اإجليسية(   اجال الدراشي: اللغة اأجنبية اأوى
 -التلخيص -ااشتيعاب امقروء –التعبر الكتابي  –أشئلة الكتاب امقرر  –وية ـالوظائف اللغ –القواعد  –) امفردات 

 الرمة (
 

 

(Total :560 Marks) 
I. Vocabulary ( 100 Marks) 

A) From a, b, c and d choose the most suitable word that best completes each of the 
following sentences:(5X10=50Marks) 
 

1. The invention of the railroad was a/an ……………… in the history of transportation. 

 a- hospitality                 b- meteorologist             

c- milestone                           d- assumption 

2. One of the best ways to ………………. your vocabulary is by reading stories. 

 a- hike                           b- publish                        

c- launch                         d- enhance 

3. The storm caused ………………… damage in different parts of the city. 

 a- weary                                  b- extensive    

          c- well-deserved                d- reliable 

4. The athlete was…………received and welcomed by peopleafter winning the gold medal. 

 a- traditionally               b- cordially   

  c- beforehand               d- harshly 

5. Rice…………………is the main source of income for farmers in Asia and Africa.  

 a- discipline                   b- nomad   

          c- cultivation                         d- literacy 

B) Fill in the spaces with the most suitable words from the list below:(5X10=50Marks) 
 

distraction / gradually / impact / unrivalled / meticulously / disposable 

6. Our school library contains a/an …………………collection of literary treasures. 

7. Stress can have an enormous negative …………………on our health. 

8. When my mother arranges a big party, she always uses …………………dishes. 

9. With nine people in the room, there was too much …………………to listen to the news. 

10. The final report was …………………written and the references were carefully selected. 

 
 

100 

 صفحات (9ي ) ااشئلة 
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Βルゅんャや るエヘダャやる 
 ブダャや ラゅエわョや )るΑゴΒヤイルΗや( ヴャヱΕや るΒらレィΕや るピヤャやゲゼハ ヵキゅエャや )ヶよキΕや ヱ ヶヨヤバャや(- ヴャヱΕや るΒシやケギャや りゲわヘャや るΑゅヰル 2018 / 2019 

 れやキゲヘヨャや(–  ギハやヲボャや–  るΑヲ⇒ピヤャや ブもゅドヲャや–  ケゲボヨャや ゆゅわムャや るヤゃシぺ– ヶよゅわムャや ゲΒらバわャや–¬ヱゲボヨャや ゆゅバΒわシΙや-ゾΒガヤわャや-)るヨィゲわャや 
II- Grammar (60Marks) 

A)From a, b, c and d choose the correct  answer  that best completes each of the 

following sentences: (4X10=  40 Marks) 

11. ……………we are a small company, we sell almost a hundred machines a month.  

          a. Although                                         b. After  

          c. Once                                                d. When 

12. This alarm is designed to go………………automatically as soon as smoke is detected. 

          a. without                                             b. off 

          c. up                                                     d. away 

13. You couldn't recommend a good place to have a quick meal, ………………….? 

          a. are you                                              b. could you 

          c. can’t you                                           d. do you 

14. My uncleworks as……………accountant at one of Kuwait’s biggest companies. 

          a. the                                                      b. a  

          c. an                                                      d. no article 

B) Do as shown between brackets:(4x5=20 Marks) 

15. To be able to see that rare bird, you must be silent or it won't appear.(Use: absolutely) 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

16. My uncle doesn’t live in Dubai. My aunt doesn’t live in Dubai.    (Use neither….nor) 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

17. I had hardly finished reading the article when I fell asleep.(Begin with: Hardly) 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

18. I feel really tired. I (water) the garden for the last three hours.(Correct the verb) 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 
 

60 
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 るエヘダャやるんャゅんャや 
 ブダャや ラゅエわョや )るΑゴΒヤイルΗや( ヴャヱΕや るΒらレィΕや るピヤャやゲゼハ ヵキゅエャや )ヶよキΕや ヱ ヶヨヤバャや(-  ヴャヱΕや るΒシやケギャや りゲわヘャや るΑゅヰル 2018 / 2019 

 れやキゲヘヨャや(–  ギハやヲボャや–  るΑヲ⇒ピヤャや ブもゅドヲャや–  ケゲボヨャや ゆゅわムャや るヤゃシぺ– ヶよゅわムャや ゲΒらバわャや–¬ヱゲボヨャや ゆゅバΒわシΙや-ゾΒガヤわャや-)るヨィゲわャや 
 

III. Language Functions (40 Marks) 

Write what you would say in the following situations :(4X10=40Marks) 

19. Your father wants you to study medicine but you prefer to study law. 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

20. A friend of yours suggests going bowling tonight but you do not feel well.  

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

21. Your mother needs to know why you did not answer the phone. 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

22. You are describing your brother’s wedding party to a friend. 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

IV.  Set Book(40 Marks) 

Answer ONLY FOUR questions of the following: (4x10 =40Marks) 

23. In what way can festivals benefit society? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

24. It is important for families to meet on important occasions. Explain. 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

25. Which barrier to effective communication, do you think,  is the most important? Why? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

26. In your opinion, how would life have beenlike without the invention of writing? 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

27. Why do young people keep changing their mobile phones? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
 

40 

 
 

40 
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 るエヘダャやるバよやゲャや 
 ブダャや ラゅエわョや )るΑゴΒヤイルΗや( ヴャヱΕや るΒらレィΕや るピヤャやゲゼハ ヵキゅエャや )ヶよキΕや ヱ ヶヨヤバャや(-  ヴャヱΕや るΒシやケギャや りゲわヘャや るΑゅヰル  2018 / 2019 

 れやキゲヘヨャや(–  ギハやヲボャや–  るΑヲ⇒ピヤャや ブもゅドヲャや–  ケゲボヨャや ゆゅわムャや るヤゃシぺ– ヶよゅわムャや ゲΒらバわャや–¬ヱゲボヨャや ゆゅバΒわシΙや-ゾΒガヤわャや-)るヨィゲわャや 
 

V-Writing (120 Marks) 
 

Write on the following topic: (Descriptive) 
 

 

 You got an opportunity to visit the“Book Fair” which was recently organized in 

Kuwait. In not less than 14 sentences (160 words), plan and write an essaydescribing the 

place, the publishers and books on displayand how you felt about the visit.  

NB: (Your writing should include an introduction, two-body paragraphs and a conclusion) 
 

Outline  (20 Marks) 
 

Introduction:…………………………………………………………………………….……
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Body  
Paragraph 1:………………………………………………………………………………….. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Paragraph2:…………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Conclusion:……………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

120 
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 るエヘダャやるジョゅガャや 
 ブダャや ラゅエわョや )るΑゴΒヤイルΗや( ヴャヱΕや るΒらレィΕや るピヤャやゲゼハ ヵキゅエャや )ヶよキΕや ヱ ヶヨヤバャや(-  ヴャヱΕや るΒシやケギャや りゲわヘャや るΑゅヰル 2018 / 2019 

 れやキゲヘヨャや(–  ギハやヲボャや–  るΑヲ⇒ピヤャや ブもゅドヲャや–  ケゲボヨャや ゆゅわムャや るヤゃシぺ– ヶよゅわムャや ゲΒらバわャや–¬ヱゲボヨャや ゆゅバΒわシΙや-ゾΒガヤわャや-)るヨィゲわャや 
Topic (100 Marks) 

…………………………………………………………………………….……………..……

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………….….………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………….…………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………….…………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………….……………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

R
ub

ric
s 

 
 

Outline 

Exposition of 
ideas and 
coherence 

Paragraphing 
and number of 

sentences 

 
 

Spelling 

 
 

Grammar 

Handwriting, 
spacing and 
punctuation 

 
 

Total 

20 60 10 10 10 10  120 
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 るエヘダャやるシキゅジャや 
 ブダャや ラゅエわョや )るΑゴΒヤイルΗや( ヴャヱΕや るΒらレィΕや るピヤャやゲゼハ ヵキゅエャや )ヶよキΕや ヱ ヶヨヤバャや(-  ヴャヱΕや るΒシやケギャや りゲわヘャや るΑゅヰル 2018 / 2019 

 れやキゲヘヨャや(–  ギハやヲボャや–  るΑヲ⇒ピヤャや ブもゅドヲャや–  ケゲボヨャや ゆゅわムャや るヤゃシぺ– ヶよゅわムャや ゲΒらバわャや–¬ヱゲボヨャや ゆゅバΒわシΙや-ゾΒガヤわャや-)るヨィゲわャや 
 

VI- Reading Comprehension(110 Marks) 

 

Read the following passage carefully, then answer the questions that follow: 

The first modern electronic computer was built in 1946. Since that time, the computer 
has developed a lot and started to play a larger part in our lives. There was a quite 
widespread feeling of worry that computers would take over the world from man one day. 
Already today, as computers are reducing more and more of our routine tasks in business and 
in our personal lives, we are faced with a dramatic problem. People tend to be over-trusting 
computers and are not ready to challenge their authority. Indeed, they behave as if they were 
hardly aware that a computer may act badly. 

Obviously, there would be no point in using a computer if you had to check all its 
answers, but people should also rely on their own knowledge and experience and check the 
machine when they have the feeling that something has gone wrong. Questioning and routine 
double checks must continue to be as much a part of good business as they were in pre-
computer days. Maybe each computer should come with the following warning: for all the 
help this computer may provide, it should not substitute fundamental thinking. 

It seems hard these days to measure the original size of computers and how small they 
have become in the last ten years. But within the last five years they have become even 
smaller and somehow more powerful and faster than ever before. Gone are the days where 
one had to post a letter and wait a week or more for a response. Long distance phone calls 
become unnecessary whenever there is a computer, a webcam, and a speedy Internet 
connection. Automobiles are now being manufactured with emergency call features for the 
convenience and safety of drivers and their passengers, making the days of carrying a map 
completely unnecessary and improving the peace of mind of any one who must travel the 
roads alone or at night. 

Fortunately, there are many people who work hard to focus on securing our networked 
technology. Police officers as well as trained hacking and computer programming experts 
also work to provide safe and secure technology for us. New advancement in computer 
technologyhas even opened up the world of police investigations, as personal computers, cell 
phones, and other portable electronic devices can now solve crimes that seem to have little 
evidence. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

110 
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 るエヘダャやるバよゅジャや 
ラゅエわョや )るΑゴΒヤイルΗや( ヴャヱΕや るΒらレィΕや るピヤャや  ブダャやゲゼハ ヵキゅエャや )ヶよキΕや ヱ ヶヨヤバャや(-  ヴャヱΕや るΒシやケギャや りゲわヘャや るΑゅヰル 2018 / 2019 

 れやキゲヘヨャや(–  ギハやヲボャや–  るΑヲ⇒ピヤャや ブもゅドヲャや–  ケゲボヨャや ゆゅわムャや るヤゃシぺ– ヶよゅわムャや ゲΒらバわャや–¬ヱゲボヨャや ゆゅバΒわシΙや-ゾΒガヤわャや-)るヨィゲわャや 
 

A) From a, b, c and d, choose the correct answer: (5x10=50Marks) 

28. Which of the following can be the most suitable title for the passage? 

     a. Daily Routine Work 
     b. Old and Modern Inventions 
     c. Businessmen and their Problems 
     d. Computers in the Past and Nowadays 
 
 

29. The underlined word ‘they’ in the 1st paragraph refers to: 
     a. people 
     b. computers 
     c. routine tasks  
     d. personal lives  
 
 

30. The underlined word ‘substitute’ in the 2nd paragraphis closest in meaning to: 
      a. promote 
      b. replace 
      c. damage 
      d. distribute 
 
 

31. We can infer from the passage that: 
      a. computers play a big role in our life 
      b. the number of computer users is decreasing 
      c. people should rely on their computers all the time 
      d. carrying a map improves travellers’ peace of mind 
 
32. The first modern electronic computer: 
       a. was built to control automobiles 
       b. was smaller than today’s computers 
       c. was built more than seventy years ago 
       d. came with a webcam and an Internet connection 
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 るエヘダャやるレョゅんャや 
 ブダャや ラゅエわョや )るΑゴΒヤイルΗや( ヴャヱΕや るΒらレィΕや るピヤャやゲゼハ ヵキゅエャや )ヶよキΕや ヱ ヶヨヤバャや(-  ヴャヱΕや るΒシやケギャや りゲわヘャや るΑゅヰル 2018 / 2019 

 れやキゲヘヨャや(–  ギハやヲボャや–  るΑヲ⇒ピヤャや ブもゅドヲャや–  ケゲボヨャや ゆゅわムャや るヤゃシぺ– ヶよゅわムャや ゲΒらバわャや– ゆゅバΒわシΙや¬ヱゲボヨャや-ゾΒガヤわャや-)るヨィゲわャや 
 

 

B) With reference to the passage, answer the following questions: (4X15=60 Marks) 

33. Why was man worried since the invention of computers? 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
34. Who are working hard to provide us with safe and secure technology?  

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
35. How can modern technology be helpful in police investigations?     

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
36. When do long distance phone calls become unnecessary?  

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
 

VII.Summary Making )60 Marks( 
 

Read the following passage carefully, then do as required: 
 
        We all have different hopes in life. Everybody wants to achieve something. In order to 
achieve your goal, you need to follow  some steps. You need to have a clear picture of what 
you want to achieve. Only if you are 100% sure of what you want, you will be able to 
achieve it. You have to focus on your goal. You can never gain without pain. The most 
important thing to keep you confined to your goal is to keep yourself motivated. Write down 
the small obstaclesthat have to be crossed. Reward yourself when you have crossed your 
obstacle. It is important to enjoy the fruits of achieving your goal. Don't forget that success is 
to get up when you fall and try again more intelligently. Always remind yourself that failure 
is not an option. It is just a temporary setback. 
 
 

In FOUR sentences, summarise and paraphrase the previous passage in answer to the 
following question: ( 4X15=60 Marks) 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

R
ub

ric
s Content / relevance of ideas Paraphrasing Spelling and grammar Paragraph format Total 

30 20 5 5 60 
     

 
 

 
 

60 
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 るエヘダャやるバシゅわャや 

 ブダャや ラゅエわョや )るΑゴΒヤイルΗや( ヴャヱΕや るΒらレィΕや るピヤャやゲゼハ ヵキゅエャや )ヶよキΕや ヱ ヶヨヤバャや(-  ヴャヱΕや るΒシやケギャや りゲわヘャや るΑゅヰル 2018 / 2019 
 れやキゲヘヨャや(–  ギハやヲボャや–  るΑヲ⇒ピヤャや ブもゅドヲャや–  ケゲボヨャや ゆゅわムャや るヤゃシぺ– ヶよゅわムャや ゲΒらバわャや–¬ヱゲボヨャや ゆゅバΒわシΙや-ゾΒガヤわャや-)るヨィゲわャや 

 

 

 
VIII. Translation (30 Marks) 

Translate the following into good English: (2X15=30Marks) 

 

.ヶわΑヲムャや ノヨわイヨャや ヶプ ⇔ゅΑヲΒェ ⇔やケヱキ れゅΒルやヲΑギャや ょバヤゎ :ヶヤハ 

ウΒエタ やグワ :ヶョゅシ.  ヶボわヤΑ ラゅムョ ヶヰプ ヮΒプ ゅΑゅツボャや るゼホゅレヨャ サゅレャやるΒハゅヨわィΙや   .るΒシゅΒジャやヱ 
Ali: ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Sami: ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

るヤゃシΕや ろヰわルや 
ゥゅイレャゅよ ユムャ ゅレゎゅΒレヨゎ ノョ 

 
 

 30 


